For a pure state ψ on a composite system HA ⊗ HB, both the entanglement cost EC(ψ) and the distillable entanglement ED(ψ) coincide with the von Neumann entropy H(TrBψ). Therefore, the entanglement concentration from the multiple state ψ ⊗n of a pure state ψ to the multiple state Φ ⊗Ln of the EPR state Φ seems to be able to be reversibly performed with an asymptotically infinitesimal error when the rate Ln/n goes to H(TrBψ). In this paper, we show that it is impossible to reversibly perform the entanglement concentration for a multiple pure state even in asymptotic situation. In addition, in the case when we recover the multiple state ψ ⊗Mn after the concentration for ψ ⊗n , we evaluate the asymptotic behavior of the loss number n − Mn of ψ. This evaluation is thought to be closely related to the entanglement compression in distant parties. The entanglement is an essential resource to apply important quantum processing such as the quantum teleportation and the superdense coding. Then, since those protocols often require a suitable entangled quantum state between distant parties, we need a method transforming a given entangled state to a target entangled state. As typical methods, we focus on the entanglement concentration and dilution in this paper. For a pure state ψ on a composite system H A ⊗ H B , the optimal rate E D (ψ) of the entanglement concentration is called the distillable entanglement, that is, E D (ψ) is determined by the supremum of the limit of the ratio lim Ln n when the multiple state Φ ⊗Ln of the EPR state Φ on C 2 ⊗ C 2 can be produced from a multiple pure state ψ ⊗n with an asymptotically infinitesimal error. Similarly, the optimal rate E C (ψ) of the entanglement dilution is called the entanglement cost, that is, E C (ψ) is determined by the infimum of the limit of the ratio lim Ln n when a multiple pure state ψ ⊗n can be produced from the multiple EPR state Φ ⊗Ln with an asymptotically infinitesimal error. Those values coincide with each other and are characterized by the von Neumann entropy H as E D (ψ) = E C (ψ) = H(Tr B ψ) [10, 11] . Especially, it is known that the entanglement concentration and dilution with the optimal rate lim L n /n = H(Tr B ψ) are realizable with an asymptotically infinitesimal error, respectively [10] . Thus, by using those entanglement concentration and dilution, it seems that we can perform the entanglement concentration and recover the initial state with an asymptotically infinitesimal error, and thus, the entanglement concentration is reversible in the asymptotic situation. In general, for an arbitrary entangled state ρ which is not necessarily pure on a composite system, the asymptotic reversibility of the entanglement distillation for a multiple state ρ ⊗n is defined by the agreement of the distillable entanglement E D (ρ) and the entanglement cost E C (ρ) [13, 14] .
The entanglement is an essential resource to apply important quantum processing such as the quantum teleportation and the superdense coding. Then, since those protocols often require a suitable entangled quantum state between distant parties, we need a method transforming a given entangled state to a target entangled state. As typical methods, we focus on the entanglement concentration and dilution in this paper. For a pure state ψ on a composite system H A ⊗ H B , the optimal rate E D (ψ) of the entanglement concentration is called the distillable entanglement, that is, E D (ψ) is determined by the supremum of the limit of the ratio lim Ln n when the multiple state Φ ⊗Ln of the EPR state Φ on C 2 ⊗ C 2 can be produced from a multiple pure state ψ ⊗n with an asymptotically infinitesimal error. Similarly, the optimal rate E C (ψ) of the entanglement dilution is called the entanglement cost, that is, E C (ψ) is determined by the infimum of the limit of the ratio lim Ln n when a multiple pure state ψ ⊗n can be produced from the multiple EPR state Φ ⊗Ln with an asymptotically infinitesimal error. Those values coincide with each other and are characterized by the von Neumann entropy H as E D (ψ) = E C (ψ) = H(Tr B ψ) [10, 11] . Especially, it is known that the entanglement concentration and dilution with the optimal rate lim L n /n = H(Tr B ψ) are realizable with an asymptotically infinitesimal error, respectively [10] . Thus, by using those entanglement concentration and dilution, it seems that we can perform the entanglement concentration and recover the initial state with an asymptotically infinitesimal error, and thus, the entanglement concentration is reversible in the asymptotic situation. In general, for an arbitrary entangled state ρ which is not necessarily pure on a composite system, the asymptotic reversibility of the entanglement distillation for a multiple state ρ ⊗n is defined by the agreement of the distillable entanglement E D (ρ) and the entanglement cost E C (ρ) [13, 14] .
However, it has not been studied whether both the entanglement concentration and the subsequent recovery operation can be performed with an asymptotically infinitesimal error when the distillable entanglement and the entanglement cost coincide for an entangled state. As is well known, in the non-asymptotic case, the general LOCC transformation has been studied intensively [6] [7] [8] [9] , and as the special case, if a pure state which is different from EPR states can be transformed to EPR states by LOCC without a error, then the initial state can not be exactly recovered by LOCC. Similarly, in the asymptotic case, when the distillable entanglement and the entanglement cost differ for a mixed entangled state ρ, it is known that we can not perform both the entanglement distillation and the recovery operation for a multiple state ρ ⊗n with an asymptotically infinitesimal error [13, 14] . On the other hand, in the asymptotic case, it had not been properly discussed until now whether we can perform those operations for a multiple state ψ ⊗n of a pure state ψ with an asymptotically infinitesimal error. To investigate the point, we precisely treat the recovery operation that means the operation to reconstitute the initial state ψ ⊗n (or more generally, a multiple state ψ ⊗Mn ) with some error after the entanglement concentration, and consider the errors for the entanglement concentration and the recovery operation in this paper. In particular, we focus on the asymptotic behavior of the sum of the errors for a pure entangled state and show the incompatibility between the entanglement concentration and the recovery operation, which implies the irreversibility of the entanglement concentration even in the asymptotic case.
As an application, we evaluate the loss of entanglement for the initial state when the entanglement concentration is used as the entanglement compression. In this setting, the entanglement concentration compresses a multiple entangled state ψ ⊗n into a less dimensional quantum sys- tem, and the recovery operation decompresses a multiple state ψ ⊗Mn of ψ with a slight error for large n as is shown in FIG.1. As stated above, the entanglement concentration is irreversible, and hence we can not completely reconstitute the initial state ψ ⊗n after the entanglement concentration with an asymptotically infinitesimal error. Then, we investigate how many copies of ψ vanish at the recovery operation after the concentration when small error ǫ is permitted. In other words, when we reproduce the multiple state ψ ⊗Mn after the concentration for ψ ⊗n , we evaluate the asymptotic behavior of the minimal loss number n − M n of ψ depending on a permissible error ǫ.
This paper is organized as follows. At first, we introduce an error concerning the entanglement concentration and the recovery operation. Next, we prove the asymptotic incompatibility between the concentration and the recovery, in particular, which implies the irreversibility of the entanglement concentration for an arbitrary pure state ψ except maximally entangled states in the asymptotic situation. Next, we evaluate the asymptotic behavior of the minimum loss number n − M n of ψ at the recovery. Finally, we summarize our results and give some remarks. For all theorems in this paper, we give the proofs in Supplemental Material.
Minimum Concentration-Recovery Error:
In the nonasymptotic case, it is known that the entanglement concentration is not reversible [9] . On the other hand, in the asymptotic case, it had been thought that the entanglement concentration for a multiple pure state ψ ⊗n is reversible because there exists a pair of the entanglement concentration and dilution protocol with an asymptotically infinitesimal error and with the common optimal rate [7, [12] [13] [14] . However, the argument is actually not precise. To clarify the defect of the argument and show the irreversibility of the entanglement concentration in the asymptotic case, we review the operations to implement the entanglement concentration and dilution.
Let S(H) be the set of all quantum states on a quantum system H. For LOCC transformations C n :
⊗Mn , we call (L n , C n ) and (L ′ n , M n , D n ) the concentration and dilution map, respectively. In a concentration map, L n means the number of the e-bits which we generate from the initial state ψ ⊗n . Similarly, in a dilution map, L ′ n means the number of the e-bits which we want to generate the target state ψ ⊗Mn from. In particular, given a concentration map (L n , C n ) and
, we can provide a recovery operation D n after the entanglement concentration C n . In the situation, we call a quadruplet (L n , M n , C n , D n ) a concentration-recovery map. At the existing discussion about the reversibility of the entanglement concentration [7, [12] [13] [14] , only the consistency of the asymptotic rates for the concentration and dilution has been focused and the difference between L n and L ′ n has been missed. In other words, the numbers L n and L ′ n of e-bits have been separately taken under the condition lim L n /n = lim L ′ n /n = H(Tr B ψ) in the entanglement concentration C n and dilution D n although D n • C n can not be defined. In the following, we treat concentrationrecovery maps as pairs of concentration and dilution map with the common number L n = L ′ n . We prepare to introduce an error criteria for a concentration-recovery map.
By using the Fidelity
Then we can qualify the entanglement concentration error and the recovery error by
respectively. In the following, we focus on the condition
for a sequence of concentration maps {(L n , C n )} n . Here, a sequence satisfying (1) means the entanglement concentration with an asymptotic infinitesimal error. Similarly, we also focus on the condition
for a sequence of concentration-recovery maps {(L n , n, C n , D n )} n when M n = n, and a sequence satisfying (2) means the recovery operation with an asymptotic infinitesimal error. Our concern is the compatibility between the entanglement concentration and the recovery operation. In other words, we want to know whether we can carry out both the entanglement concentration and the recovery operation, that is, whether there exists a sequence of concentration-recovery maps satisfying both conditions (1) and (2) . Here, let us introduce the significant indicator concerning the compatibility, and call it the minimum concentration-recovery error (MCRE):
where L n runs over positive integers, and
⊗Mn run over LOCC operations. Then, if there exist the entanglement concentration and the recovery operation simultaneously satisfying (1) and (2), δ n (ψ, n) goes to 0. Obviously, the converse is correct. Thus, the equation lim δ n (ψ, n) = 0 corresponds to the compatibility of the entanglement concentration and the recovery with an asymptotically infinitesimal error. In the following, we treat the case of M n = n and denote δ n (ψ, n) simply by δ n (ψ).
To evaluate MCRE, we focus on the minimal error concerning the LOCC transformation between ρ ∈ S(H A ⊗ H B ) and σ ∈ S(H
runs over LOCC transformation. Then, we get the following equation for M n ≤ n.
The proof is given in Supplemental Material. The equality (3) associates MCRE with the minimal error of the concentration and the dilution, and plays an essential role to show the incompatibility of the entanglement concentration and the recovery operation in the asymptotic situation. To evaluate MCRE, we focus on the right hand side in (3) .
Incompatibility between Entanglement Concentration and Recovery Operation:
The entanglement concentration for a multiple pure state ψ ⊗n can be performed with an asymptotically infinitesimal error if the rate lim L n /n of the concentration is less than the distillable entanglement E D (ψ) = H(Tr B ψ) [10] . Moreover, Hayashi et al. [4] showed the strong converse of the entanglement concentration, that is, the error d(ψ ⊗n → Φ ⊗Ln ) goes to 1 if the rate lim L n /n is strictly greater than H(Tr B ψ). Therefore, the asymptotic behavior of the (3) is completely analyzed if the rate lim L n /n is not H(Tr B ψ). On the other hand, when the rate lim L n /n strictly equals H(Tr B ψ), the error d(ψ ⊗n → Φ ⊗Ln ) has not been studied sufficiently. To investigate it, we treat L n which can be expanded as
, and focus on the coefficients a and b, which are called the first and second order rates in information theory, respectively. For
n, we get the following theorem.
Theorem 1. The equations
hold for any pure state ψ ∈ H A ⊗ H B except maximally entangled states, where
2 dx and
When ψ is a maximally entangled state, V (Tr B ψ) equals 0 and x/ V (Tr B ψ) can not be defined in R. However, we can extend Theorem 1 for a maximally entangled state by replacing G(x/ V (Tr B ψ)) by 0 or 1 when x is non-positive or positive, respectively. Theorem 1 describes the asymptotic behavior of the errors for the entanglement concentration and dilution. As you can see from the proof, even if L n has lower order term as By Theorem 2, far from satisfying lim δ n (ψ) = 0, MCRE converges to 1. Therefore, we can not perform both the entanglement concentration and the recovery even if we permit some error 0 < ǫ < 1 for the limit of MCRE as limδ n (ψ) ≤ ǫ. Here, it turned out that there does not exist a sequence of concentration-recovery maps satisfying both (1) and (2) although there exist a sequence of concentration maps (L n , C n ) satisfying the condition (1) and a sequence of concentration-recovery maps (L ′ n , n, C ′ n , D ′ n ) satisfying the condition (2) with the common first order rates lim L n /n = lim L ′ n /n = H(Tr B ψ). The fact may look strange, but can be comprehended by the argument of the second order rates. That is, those L n and L ′ n actually have different second order rates. The proof at Theorem 2 is given by using the argument of the second order rate of Theorem 1.
Loss Evaluation for Recovery Operation:
Let us consider the entanglement concentration for the initial state ψ ⊗n and the subsequent recovery operation of the multiple state ψ ⊗Mn satisfying the condition limδ n (ψ, M n ) ≤ ǫ for 0 < ǫ < 1. Then, we can not take M n as n due to Theorem 2. If we use the entanglement concentration to compress an entanglement state ψ ⊗n into a less dimensional quantum system, it is significant to know how many copies n − M n are inevitably lost in the concentration and recovery process. Thus, let us evaluate the rate of loss n − M n in the asymptotic situation. We focus on the following value for 0 < ǫ < 1 and call it the recovery rate for the entanglement concentration:
The recovery rate means the minimum coefficient of the order of √ n of the loss n − M n .
Theorem 3.
Since R(ψ, ǫ) is a finite real number for 0 < ǫ < 1, the minimum loss n − M n of copies can be approximated by R(ψ, ǫ) √ n for large enough n when we perform a suitable entanglement concentration for the initial state ψ ⊗n and recovery operation into the multiple state ψ ⊗Mn with some error ǫ. On the other hand, R(ψ, ǫ) diverges as ǫ goes to 0. Therefore, unlike the case 0 < ǫ < 1, the loss n − M n increases faster than the order of √ n for ǫ = 0 in the concentration and recovery process.
Conclusion:
In this paper, we treated the entanglement concentration for a pure state. In existing researches, it has been thought that the initial state can be recovered after the concentration if we perform the concentration with the optimal rate in the asymptotic case. In the argument, the entanglement concentration and dilution have been separately considered although we can not independently perform the concentration and dilution. By simultaneously treating those operations and analyzing the error induced from the concentration and the recovery of the initial state, it was shown that the sum of the errors is greater than or equal to 1 as is represented in Theorem 2. In particular, when entanglement concentration with an asymptotically infinitesimal error is performed, the recovery error goes to 1 and it is concluded that the initial state can not be recovered. When we use the entanglement concentration to compress a multiple entangled state ψ ⊗n into a less dimensional quantum system, we derived the asymptotic minimum loss of copies of ψ depending on the permissible error ǫ. As the research relating to the irreversibility of the entanglement concentration, it is conjectured that the LOCC transformation between multiple states of general (pure) states ψ and φ is irreversible in the asymptotic situation. But it is still an open problem.
We note that the mathematical structures of the entanglement concentration and the recovery operation in quantum information theory are similar to uniform random number generation and source coding in classical information theory. Uniform random number generation treats the way to generate uniform distribution P U Ln whose support has size L n by transforming i.i.d. random distribution P ⊗n , and source coding does the way to compress data to be able to recover the initial data, respectively. For those problems, it is known that the initial distribution P ⊗n can not be recovered from the transformed distribution after P U Ln was asymptotically generated by a suitable transformation for P ⊗n when the error is measured by the variational distance [1] . In other words, uniform random number generation is incompatible with source coding. Thus, it can be said that Theorem 2 corresponds to the incompatibility between uniform random number generation and source coding in classical information theory.
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Let us prepare to show the equation (3) . For an arbitrary pure state ψ ∈ H A ⊗ H B , we denote the Schmidt coefficients of ψ by
1/L|i |i be a maximally entangled state with the size L on a quantum system H
↓ represents the probability distribution which is sorted for the components of a probability distribution p in decreasing order, we define the pure state η ψ,L in H
Then, there exists a suitable LOCC map to transform ψ to η ψ,L , and we can get the following equation:
where
runs over LOCC maps. Similarly, when we define the pure state ζ ψ,L in
there exists a suitable LOCC map to transform Φ L to ζ ψ,L , and the following equation holds as is shown in [5] : [Proof of (3)] Due to (9),
holds without any condition for M n . Next, we prove the converse inequality for M n ≤ n. Let us fix an arbitrary L n ∈ Z >0 . Since there exists a suitable LOCC map from η ψ ⊗n ,2 Ln to ζ ψ ⊗Mn ,2 Ln when M n is less than or equal to n, we get
Here, we used (7) and (8) to show the inequality (10) .
[Proof of Theorem 1] We introduce the following values for a sequence ρ = {ρ n } n of general quantum states.
When ψ n is an arbitrary entangled pure state on a composite system H A,n ⊗H B,n , the following inequalities hold for a sequence Tr B ψ := {Tr B ψ n } n .
At first, we prove (11) . By (8) , for an arbitrary state ψ n , arbitrary positive integers L n , L ′ n , and an arbitrary entanglement dilution transformation (L n , D n ), the inequality
√ n in the inequality, we get (11) by taking lim and lim γ→+0 .
Next, we prove (12) . By (8) , for an arbitrary state ψ n and an arbitrary positive integer L n , there is an entanglement dilution transformation (L n , D n ) satisfying the inequality Trρ{ρ ≥
√ n in the inequality, we get (12) by taking lim.
Next, we prove (13) . By Lemmas 4 and 5 in [2] , for an arbitrary state ψ n , arbitrary positive integers L n ≥ L ′ n , and an arbitrary concentration map (L n , C n ), the inequality
√ n in the inequality, we get (13) by taking lim and lim γ→+0 .
Finally, we prove (14) . It is enough to prove limd(ψ n → Φ ⊗an+b √ n ) ≤ K(a, b + γ|Tr B ψ) for an arbitrary positive real number γ. When K(a, b + γ|Tr B ψ) = 1, the inequality is obvious. Thus, we assume K(a, b + γ|Tr B ψ) < 1. By Lemma 9 and (1) in [2] , for an arbitrary state ψ n and an arbitrary positive integer L n , there is a concentration map (L n , C n ) satisfying the inequality 1 − Trρ n {ρ n ≥ x 2 Ln } ≤ F 2 (C n (ψ n ), Φ ⊗Ln ) where let h n (x) be Tr(ρ n − x){ρ n − x ≥ 0} and
holds for suitable (L n , C n ) and (L ′ n , E ′ n ) for enough large integer n. By taking lim in the inequality (16), we get
due to the (classical) central limit theorem. Thus, Theorem 1 holds.
[Proof of Theorem 2] We only have to show that limδ n (ψ) ≥ 1 holds for any pure state ψ except maximally entangled states. Let δ({L n }) be limd(ψ ⊗n → Φ ⊗Ln ) + d(Φ ⊗Ln → ψ ⊗n ). Then, limδ n (ψ) = min {Ln} δ({L n }) holds by (3) .
Moreover, we get δ({L n }) ≥ 1 as follows. We can take a subsequence n k of n satisfying that δ({L n }) = lim k d(ψ [Proof of Theorem 3] We represent H(Tr B ψ) and V (Tr B ψ) as H and V in this proof. We can restrict M n to the form αn + β √ n in the same way as Proof of Theorem 2. By the condition limδ n (ψ, αn + β √ n) ≤ ǫ < 1 and Theorem 1, the first order rate α of M n is restricted to H. Then, lim δ n (ψ, n + β √ n)
Therefore, we get the following equation.
R(ψ, ǫ)
= inf
where G −1 means the inverse function of the Gaussian distribution function G.
